PHYS 110

Today:

• SPS/SWIP announcement
• Amanda Heinsman, secondary education minor
• Dana Tempel, CARE
7 pm Tuesday, 9/15: SPS and SWIP joint event

The Insider's Guide to Undergraduate Research

Zoom info: Contact Benjamin Mead (bfmead2@illinois.edu)
Amanda Heinsman, secondary education advisor

heinsman@illinois.edu

• Secondary Education minor: available to LAS and Engineering Physics majors
• Pathway to secondary school teaching
Dana Tempel, Assistant Director of CARE

Available to **all** Physics majors, including those in LAS

https://students.grainger.illinois.edu/care/home/
Breakout Rooms

History of Physics @ Illinois: talk about alumnus or faculty member who you admire

https://physics.illinois.edu/admissions/why-physics-illinois/history-of-excellence.html